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Abstract. Mathematical representation is students' ability in expressing mathematical ideas in
the form of drawings, mathematical equations, and words/written text. Mathematical
representation is needed in solving mathematical problems. This research aims to find out the
profile of students' mathematical representation in solving geometry problems. The research
method uses descriptive with subjects of 33 students of class VIII Junior High School
Muhammadiyah 1 Surakarta. Data is collected by a mathematical representation test. Data
analysis show that there are 21.21% of students with high representation ability, 33.33%
students with moderate representation ability, and  45.46% of students with low
representation ability. Based on the results, it is known that most of the students still have low
mathematical representation ability. Students find it difficult to  understand  problems  and
write equations correctly. This is because students are not used to solving problems in  the
form of visual, verbal, and symbolic representations. Therefore, the teacher must train the
students' mathematical representation skills by applying multiple representation learning
models.

1. Introduction
Mathematics  has  an  important  role  in  supporting  the  development  of science, technology, and
communication. Mathematics is a compulsory subject that must be taught to elementary and even
middle school level so that the ability and skills of students can be well enhanced [1]. By learning
mathematics, information can be easily processed. Not all students can process the information
obtained well because the students'  ability  differs  from  one  to another.  Moreover, every student
has a different perception and view in learning mathematics. Many students have difficulty learning
mathematics. Students assume mathematics is a frightening and boring subject [2]. The mentioned
aspect is one of the reasons behind the low quality of student  mathematics learning. The  percentage
of the students' material mastery in Junior high school Muhammadiyah 1 Surakarta in the national
exam is still low. The percentage in the least sizable  geometry  material  com- pared with other
tested capability is 55.06% at the regency level, 45.78% at the provincial level, and 48.57% at the
national level [3]. This fact reveals that there are still students who have not fully mastered the
geometry material. Geometry is one of the branches of mathematics that deals with the nature and
relationship of lines, angles, curves, and shapes, etc. [4]. Geometry is included in the  school
curriculum around the world due to its benefits and applications in real life [5]. Studying and learning
geom etry is not an easy journey, most of the students fail to develop an understanding of geometric
concepts, geometric reasoning, and skills in solving geometric problems [6]. Thus, it is important for
them to develop skills in solving geometrical problems [7].

Skills in solving with geometry problems can be developed through students' mathematical
abilities. NCTM reveals that there are 5 mathematical abilities, one of which is representation ability
[8].
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Brenner states that successful problem-solving processes depend on skills in representing problems
such as constructing and using mathematical representations in symbol words, graphics, tables,
equations, solutions, and symbol manipulation [9]. One of the indicators of achieving the competence
based on Permendikbud is presenting concepts in various forms of mathematical representation such
as forms of tables, graphs, diagrams, drawings, sketches, mathematical models, or other means [10].
Representation is one of the abilities that students should possess. The ability of representation
facilitates students to understand, communicate, and connect mathematical concepts [11][12].
Representations are employed by students as a tool for understanding mathematics by building abstract
ideas into concrete ideas using logical thinking [12]. Meaning that the ability to represent  is  one of
the abilities that must be possessed by students to be developed. Representation ability is the center of
mathematics learning so that students can develop and deepen the concept of mathematical
understanding and its relationship with making, comparing, and using representations in various forms
[8]. In mathematics learn- ing, teachers often use many representations to facilitate teaching
mathematical concepts [13]. The use of representation forms facilitates students to solve geometry
problems. The representation forms used include visual representations (images), symbolic
representations (equations or mathematical expressions), and verbal representation (words or written
texts) [8]. The use of multiple representations can be a more effective tool in demonstrating different
aspects of mathematical concepts [14]. Hence, the current study aims to determine the profile of
students’ mathematical representation in solving geometry problems.

2. Method
The method employed in this research is the descriptive method. In the descriptive  method,
descriptive statistics are used to process data obtained within the research process. Descriptive
statistics are statistics pertaining to how to describe or decipher data to elaborate it [15]. The subjects
of this research are the students of class VIIIA Junior High School Muhammadiyah 1 Surakarta. The
pur- posive sampling technique is used. Purposive sampling is characterized by the selection of
research subjects by using certain considerations held by the researchers [16]. Data collection is done
through the test of mathematical representation. Data obtained from the results of mathematical
representation tests are then scored based on scoring criteria, calculated using the formula be- low
[17]:

(1)
Expansions:

the score of students' representation ability
the total score obtained by the students
the total of the maximum score

To determine the category of the students' representation ability level, their representation ability score
is converted to qualitative form by considering the categorization guidance as shown in Table 1
below.

Table 1. Category of mathematical representation ability. [18]

Interval Category> ̅ + 0.5 High̅ − 0.5 ≤ ≤ ̅ + 0.5 Medium< ̅ − 0.5 Low

Expansions:
: score of the students' ability in each subject

the average score of students in the
subject standard deviation of the entire subject
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The floor of Imam's house is rectangular with the size of 9 m x 6 m. He will buy a brown tile-shaped
tile for the floor of his house.

He bought a tile in the shop named "Enggal Murah" with a diagonal of 36 cm x 48 cm. Calculate:
How many tiles does Imam have to buy and if 1 box contains 5 pieces and  the  price  is
Rp.52.500,00/ box, how much does it cost to purchase the tiles!
The next following problem is Rizal will make a kite. He has two pieces of bamboo that will be used
as the diagonal of the kite that the wants to make with a length of 48 cm and 50 cm respectively. The
short and long diagonals intersect at a certain point, where the mentioned point lies at 18 cm from the
longest diagonal’s end. He also needs a kite paper to cover the kite shape she has created. The kite
paper is extended at its edges 4 cm to cover the kite skeleton. Draw a sketch of the kite shape that
Rizal will make and determine the extent of the paper needed by Rizal to make the kite!
The next following problem is trapezoid PQRS bracket at point P. PQ // RS. PQ = 17cm, RS = 11cm
and SP = 8cm. Draw a trapezoid sketch of PQRS. Calculate the area and circumference of the
trapezoida PQRS

3. Result and Discussion
The data obtained from the results of the students' mathematical representation ability test are based on
aspects of students' mathematical representation (visual representation, symbol representation, verbal
representation). The data obtained from the field are analyzed and presented in the form  of
description as an overview of the research findings. The mentioned data as a whole are presented in
Table 2 below.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of mathematical representation ability.

Interval Category

Total 2136

Mean 64.72

Standard Deviation 13.44

Maximum 95

Minimum 42

As shown in Table 2. above, the average of students' mathematical representation ability is
64.72, which means that their average of mathematical representation ability is included in the low
category. This is due to the fact that students have not received special treatment in the form of
learning that trained their mathematical representation skills. The results of this research are similar
to the results of other relevant studies which state that the representation abilities of students are
included in the low category [19][20]. Students with low representational skills show a lack in skills
of generating ideas, asking questions and responding to questions or opinions of others [12].

The mathematics' learning process in the school still emphasizes students' understanding
without providing them with the opportunity of exploring representational skills in understanding a
mathematical concept. To add, the questions given are made slightly different from the examples
usually given by the teacher, therefore, the students are fixated and dependant to the given ex-
ample. As a result, students are not able to represent their mathematical ideas properly. Students
have difficulty in solving problems of mathematical representation [21]. This is because the
learning process in the classroom is teacher centered. Teachers often emphasize only aspects of the
mathematical process compared to their applications in everyday life [22]. Muhamad & Hashim
state that the learning process must involve teachers and students [23]. Therefore, to improve the
ability of mathematical representation, students must participate and interact during the learning
process [24].
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The ability to solve problems depends on students' mathematical representation abilities [25].
Solving geometry related problems require good representation skills.  The  application of
geometric material can be a problem faced daily, requiring good mathematical representation in
solving a given geometry problem. The teacher must emphasize geometric  material in everyday
life [26]. In fact, students encounter difficulties in representing problems  into  mathematical
models. This is relevant to the results of Yanti's research which claims that students  find
difficulties in solving mathematical representation problems [25]. This is because representation has
not been used as a tool for thinking and solving problems. Suryowati claims that students did not
understand how to illustrate real world problems into representative mathematical problems [27].
The student's representation ability profile is categorized using Table 1. Meanwhile, its results are
then presented in Table 3 below.

Table 3. Category of student' representation ability level.

Category Frequency Percentage
High 7 21.21
Moderate 1 33.33
Low 15 45.46

As Table 3 shows, there are 7 students in the category of high representation ability level (21.21%),
11 students in moderate representation ability level (33.33%), and 15 students in low rep-
resentation ability level (45.46%). There are more students at low representation category than those
at the high and moderate category. This is because every problem given in this study contains three
indicators of mathematical representation at once. Students are not familiar yet with using these
three indicators when working on the given problem. Students usually use more the ways taught by
their teachers in solving the same problems [28]. This is because during the learning process
students are rarely given the opportunity to express their own representations [25]. Students only
listen and see their teacher explain the material. Students rarely ask  their  teacher  about  the
material they do not understand. Students only do the questions as exemplified by the teacher [19].
Some examples of students’ answer to mathematical representation ability test can be seen  in
Figures 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 1. Students' answer in the
category of high representation ability.
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Figure 2. Students' answer in the category of
moderate representation ability.

Figure 3. Students' answer in the category of low
representation ability.

Figure 1 illustrates students in the category of high representation ability level where students are able
to make mathematical ideas in drawings, able to make mathematical equations, and write solving steps
by words/written text. The use of various representations can facilitate students in understanding the
problem [29]. Sahendra's research result claims that students with high representation ability use more
than one form of representation to solve problems [30]. Students can use different representations in
solving problems [31]. Figure 2 illustrates the students in the moderate representation level category
where students are able to make mathematical ideas in drawings, able  to make mathematical
equations but unable  to write solving steps by words/written text. This result is relevant to the results
of Rahmawati's research which states that students who have moderate representation  ability are
more able to represent problems in symbolic rather than verbal forms [32]. Students who have
difficulty representing problems in verbal form will find difficulties in solving problems [31].
Figure 3 illustrates students in the category of low representation ability level where students are
able to make mathematical ideas in drawings but unable to make mathematical equations and write
solving steps by words/written text. This result is relevant to the results of Sahendra's research
which states that students with low representation ability only use one form of representation based
on learning experience [30]. The ability of students' mathematical representation is low because
students find it difficult to bridge representation and change from one representation to another,
especially in the form of words [32]. Low representation ability makes it difficult for students to
solve various algebra, geometry, and linear equations because students find it difficult to change
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from one type of representation to another [19].
In the research, the students mostly encounter difficulty in answer- ing the problem number 2.

They can represent the problem in the form of images, but they find it difficult to solve it, especially
in representing it in the form of words. When students use verbal representations, they tend to have
difficulty in constructing words [28]. Students do not understand the initial steps that must be writ-
ten when dealing with the problem. This is because they only memorize the formula, so most of
them cannot solve the problem when given a different problem from the sample of the questions
they learned. Students' difficulties in understanding mathematics not only come from the students
themselves but also from the environment and the teacher. Therefore, teachers can avoid this
problem by changing students' perceptions towards mathematics [12]. Integrating representations in
learning can lead teachers to enhance their teaching skills.

The mathematical representation ability is important for students in learning mathematics
because the way in conveying ideas dif- fers from a student to another. This is relevant to  Suryana's
research which states that representation skills can help students to understand and communicate the
concepts they have learned [11]. Representing information visually is perceived as an efficient
representation process in mathematics education, especially in problem solving [8]. According to
Owens & Clements in Guler & Ciltas visualization has a significant role in understanding prob-
lems, guiding problem-solving methods and affecting mental structure significantly [28]. Teaching
students how to use mathe- matical representations in terms of equations and picture represen-
tations can facilitate students to describe the explanations written in the form of words [13].

4. Conclusion
The results of this research indicate that the students’ representa- tion ability in the  high  category
is 21.21%, moderate category 33.33%, and low category 45.46%. Students with high representa-
tion ability are able to create mathematical ideas in drawings, able to make mathematical equations
and write solving steps by words/written text. Students with moderate representation ability are able
to make mathematical ideas in drawings, able to make mathematical equations but unable to write
solving steps by words/written text. Students with low representation ability are able to make
mathematical ideas in drawings but unable to make mathematical equations and write solving steps
by words/written text. Based on the results, it is known that most of the students still have low
mathematical representation ability. Students find it difficult to solve problems in the form of
mathematical representations. This research has an implication that the teacher must train students'
mathematical representation skills by applying multiple representation learning models. In addition,
the teacher must familiarize students with questions in the form of visual, verbal, and symbolic
representations.
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